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Abstract. Hofmeister (Specific ion) effects have been considered as important to chemical science as
Mendel’s work was to genetics. In this work, the aggregation kinetics of montmorillonite colloids in H+ , Ag+ ,
+
+
+
NH+
4 , K and Na solutions were measured in situ, detecting the unusual kinetics and ion specificity for H .
Activation energies that can quantitatively estimate the underlying specific ion effects change in the order of
+
< Na+ . Meanwhile, it was found that although the aggregation of montmorilH+ < Ag+ < NH+
4 < K
lonite colloids with lower particle densities results in higher activation energies, Hofmeister series will not be
affected. It was sufficiently testified that interaction energies of colloidal particles with adsorbed ions show
fine correlation with activation energies for colloidal aggregation, and larger interaction energy corresponds to
lower activation energy. An attempt was made to quantitatively estimate the ion specificity for H+ , and it was
substantialized that the unusual ion specificity of H+ is caused by steric effect.
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1. Introduction
The aggregation kinetics of proteins, colloids and minerals ranks as one of the cornerstone issues in a wide
range of subjects.1–7 For colloidal particles, an increase
of ionic strength generally results in the destabilization,
which was finely interpreted by the Derjaguin-LandauVerwey-Overbeek (DLVO) theory.8,9 Nonetheless, the
DLVO theory has recently encountered not a few failures,
probably due to the neglect of ion specificities.10–12
Specific ion effects occur everywhere such as surface
tension,13 zeta potential,14 protein precipitation,15,16
enzyme activity,17,18 osmotic behaviour,19 polymer
aggregation20–22 and colloidal stability.23–25 With use of
differential scanning calorimetry, Thromann22 demonstrated that five potassium salts alter the stability
of temperature responsive polymers in accordance to
Hofmeister series. The dynamic light scattering (DLS)
technique proves to be a powerful tool for the investigation of aggregation kinetics. In terms of the DLS results
of Holthoff et al.,26 the coagulation rate constants can
be obtained for mono-disperse spherical colloidal particles. Recently, the critical coagulation concentrations
(CCC) and activation energies have been successively
∗ For

correspondence

determined for the aggregation of poly-disperse colloidal particles in alkali ion solutions, which thus provide a quantitative characterization of implicated specific ion effects.27,28 On the other hand, a number of
electrical double layer (EDL) theories were developed
to understand the interactions between colloidal particles and adsorbed ions.29–33 Are the interaction energies
related with the stability of colloidal particles or the
activation kinetics (energies) for the aggregation processes? Furthermore, can the experimental activation
energies for the aggregation of colloidal particles be
theoretically interpreted by interaction energies? These
issues are of central preoccupation while remain elusive
currently.
Montmorillonite has been widely used in the manufacture of chemical and pharmaceutical intermediates,34
oil drilling industry as a drilling mud,35 soils as a component or additive36,37 and catalytic processes.38,39 In
this work, the in-situ DLS measurements were performed to monitor the aggregation kinetics of montmorillonite colloids in H+ as well as Na+ , K+ , Ag+
and NH+4 solutions with a wide range of ionic concentrations. Then the interaction energies between colloidal particles and adsorbed ions were correlated
with the activation energies for colloidal aggregation,
which were sufficiently testified by a number of cation
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Hofmeister series. On such basis, the mechanism for the
unusual ion specificity for H+ was clarified.
2. Experimental
2.1 Materials
All chemicals (reagent grade purity) were firstly filtered
with a 0.22 μm microfiltration membrane, and ultrapure water was passed through an AXLB1020 apparatus. K+ -montmorillonite clays that were used in this
work are nano-scale materials made up of one Al-O
octahedral layer between two Si-O tetrahedral layers.40
The montmorillonite colloids were prepared as follows:
50.0 g montmorillonite and 10 mL 0.1 mol/L KOH
solutions were successively added into the beaker and
then diluted by ultrapure water until 500 mL. After
15 min intensive sonication, montmorillonite colloids
were further diluted to 5 L by ultrapure water, and
then those with the hydrodynamic diameter <300 nm
were extracted and collected using the static sedimentation method,41 which were estimated to have a particle density (ρ) of 1.2 g/L. Note that the flame photometer detected that the concentration of K+ in bulk
colloids is less than 0.01 mmol/L and hence can be
neglected. Finally, the pH of montmorillonite colloids
was adjusted to 8.0 by 10 mmol/L KOH.
2.2 Aggregation Kinetics Measurements
The aggregation kinetics of montmorillonite colloids
were measured in situ at 298 K in a screw-capped glass
vial. Ionic solutions (HNO3 , NaNO3 , KNO3 , AgNO3
and NH4 NO3 ) were added to 0.5 mL montmorillonite
colloids until 10 mL and then mixed thoroughly. The
samples that are ready for DLS measurements have
ionic concentrations of 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 20, 25
and 30 mmol/L for HNO3 , 10, 12, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50,
70, 100, 120 and 150 mmol/L for KNO3 , 40, 50, 60,
80, 100, 120, 150, 200, 300, 400 and 500 mmol/L for
NaNO3 , 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 70, 100 and 120
mmol/L for NH4 NO3 , and 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, 70, 90,
100 and 120 mmol/L for AgNO3 , respectively.
In accord with the previous works,27,42 a BI200SM multi-angle laser light scattering instrument
(Brookhaven Instruments Corporation, New York,
USA) with an autocorrelator of BI-9000AT was used
for the in-situ measurement of the aggregation kinetics of montmorillonite colloids in different ionic solutions (HNO3 , NaNO3 , KNO3 , NH4 NO3 and AgNO3 ).
The power of the laser device equals 15 mW and is vertically polarized with a wavelength of 532 nm. For each

ionic concentration indicated above, data regarding the
effective hydrodynamic diameters of montmorillonite
aggregates were recorded every 30 sec at a scattering
angle of 90◦ .
The aggregation kinetics of montmorillonite colloids
in ionic solutions can be described by the total average
aggregation rate (TAA rate),27

1 t0 D(t) − D0
dt
(1)
ṽT (f0 ) =
t0 0
t
where, f0 (mmol/L) is the ionic concentration, ṽT (f0 )
(nm/min) is the TAA rate from t = 0 to a given time
t = t0 (t0 > 0), and the upper limit of t0 can be the ending time of the aggregation process. D0 and D(t) (nm)
are respectively the effective hydrodynamic diameters
of montmorillonite aggregates at the beginning and time
t0 .
The TAA rate ṽT (f0 ) can be correlated with the
activation energy E(f0 ) with the expressions shown
below,28
ṽT (f0 ) = K · f0 · e−
E(f0 )
ṽT (f0 ) = K · e− RT

E(f0 )
RT

(f0 ≤ CCC)
(f0 ≥ CCC)

(2)

In Eq. 2, R (J/mol K) is the gas constant and T (K) is the
absolute temperature. K can be regarded as a constant
whether below or above the CCC, and its definitions
were given as,
K = ṽT (CCC)/CCC (f0 ≤ CCC)
K = ṽT (CCC)
(f0 ≥ CCC)

(3)

3. Results and Discussion
The diameter growths of montmorillonite aggregates in
Na+ and K+ solutions with a wide range of ionic concentrations are monitored in situ by DLS technique, see
figure 1. The aggregation rates for montmorillonite particles exhibit clear specific ion effects (Na+ < K+ ), in
good agreement with the previous results.28 Notwithstanding, the particle density (ρ) of montmorillonite
colloids in this work approximates 0.06 g/L and is less
than that used previously (ρ ≈ 0.09 g/L). It indicates
that the lower particle density results in significantly
slower aggregation rates and further smaller hydrodynamic diameters. At 50 mmol/L (60 min), the hydrodynamic diameters for ρ ≈ 0.06 and 0.09 g/L are
445.5 and 1375.2 nm in Na+ solutions and 1658.6 and
2501.3 nm in K+ solutions, respectively. The TAA rates
ṽT (f0 ) for the aggregation of montmorillonite particles
(ρ ≈ 0.06 g/L) vs. ionic concentrations f0 are calculated according to Eq. 1 and shown in figure 2a. For
each cation species, the TAA rate curves present as two
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Figure 1. The time-evolution hydrodynamic diameters for the aggregation of
montmorillonite colloids (ρ ≈ 0.06 g/L) in K+ and Na+ solutions of different
ionic concentrations. Concentrations (mmol/L) are indicated in legends.
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E(f0 ) = −RT ln(−34.12/f0 + 1.244)
f0 ≤ 139.7mmol/L

(5)

The activation energies that represent functions of ionic
concentrations increase linearly with the ionic concentrations below CCC and remain the plateau above CCC
(i.e., E ≈ 0 for f0 ≥ CCC) (figure 2b). The activation energies for the aggregation of montmorillonite
particles increase as K+ < Na+ , consistent with the
hydrodynamic- diameter, TAA-rate and CCC results.
It explicitly shows that montmorillonite particles with
lower particle density (ρ) correspond to higher activation energies.
Then the time-evolution diameter growths of montmorillonite aggregates in H+ , NH+4 and Ag+ solutions
with a wide range of ionic concentrations are measured
5

(b)

4
+

0

E(f0 ) = −RT ln(−9.054/f0 + 1.115)
f0 ≤ 78.9mmol/L

In Na+ solution:

Activation energy ∆E(f ) (RT)

linear functions respectively at low and high concentration ranges, and the intersection point of these two
lines stands for CCC. The CCC values are equal to
78.9 and 139.7 mmol/L for K+ and Na+ , respectively,
implying stronger ion specificity for K+ . The CCC
values are close to those of ρ ≈ 0.09 g/L (80.3 and
132.8 mmol/L for K+ and Na+ ) and seem not very
sensitive to the change of particle densities (ρ), different from the scenarios of hydrodynamic diameters and
TAA rates.
The aggregation kinetics for montmorillonite particles in ionic solutions are further characterized by
activation energy (E),
In K+ solution:
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+
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+
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Figure 2. (a) The TAA rates ṽT (f0 ) for the aggregation of montmorillonite
particles (ρ ≈ 0.06 g/L) in Na+ and K+ solutions as a function of ionic concentration f0 and; (b) The activation energies E(f0 ) vs. ionic concentrations
f0 for the aggregation of montmorillonite particles (ρ ≈ 0.06 and 0.09 g/L) in
K+ and Na+ solutions.
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Figure 3. The time-evolution hydrodynamic diameters for the aggregation of montmorillonite
+
particles (ρ ≈ 0.06 g/L) in H+ , NH+
solutions of different ionic concentrations.
4 , and Ag
Concentrations (mmol/L) are indicated in legends.

in the same way as those in Na+ and K+ solutions
(figure 3). An obviously faster diameter growth than
in Na+ and K+ solutions has been detected in H+
solutions; e.g., at 40 mmol/L (60 min), the diameters
are equal to 333.9 (9.9), 1349.5 (4.0) and 3308.7 nm
in Na+ , K+ and H+ solutions, respectively. Note that
the ratios of H+ vs. other cations are given in parentheses. The diameter growths in NH+4 and Ag+ solutions are also slower than that in H+ solutions (figure
3). At 40 mmol/L (60 min), the diameters of montmorillonite aggregates amount to 1867.2 (1.8), 1349.5
(2.0) and 3308.7 nm in NH+4 , Ag+ and H+ solutions,
respectively.
As indicated in the plots of TAA rates (figures 2 and
4), the CCC value of H+ , K+ , Na+ , NH+4 and Ag+
are equal to 25.6, 78.9, 139.7, 35.5 and 41.9 mmol/L,
respectively. It states that NH+4 and Ag+ have stronger
ion specificities than K+ and Na+ while all these cations
are significantly inferior to H+ . Among the univalent
cations, H+ should be the one corresponding to the
strongest ion specificity. At 10 mmol/L, the aggregation
does not occur in Na+ solutions and has just started in
K+ solutions (TAA = 0.8 nm/min); although the TAA
rates in NH+4 and Ag+ solutions (7.3 and 9.9 nm/min)
are larger, they are substantially smaller as compared to
that of H+ solutions (40.4 nm/min). It can be assumed
that below CCC, the TAA rates increase in the order of
Na+ < K+ < NH+4 < Ag+ < H+ . The change trend
of TAA rates is applicable to any other ionic concentration; e.g., at 40 mmol/L, the TAA rates for Na+ , K+ ,
NH+4 and Ag+ and H+ are calculated to be 3.2, 29.3,
76.0, 107.1 and 151.3 nm/min, respectively. The activation energies (E) for the aggregation of montmorillonite particles in H+ , NH+4 and Ag+ solutions are
calculated by Eq. 2,

In H+ solution:
E(f0 ) = −RT ln(−5.766/f0 + 1.226)
f0 ≤ 25.6mmol/L

(6)

In NH+4 solution:
E(f0 ) = −RT ln(−10.18/f0 + 1.287)
f0 ≤ 35.5mmol/L

(7)

In Ag+ solution:
E(f0 ) = −RT ln(−8.496/f0 + 1.203)
f0 ≤ 41.9mmol/L

(8)

Figure 4d shows that the activation energies (E)
below CCC are significantly less in H+ solutions than
those in K+ , NH+4 and Ag+ solutions. The activation
energies below CCC increase as H+ < Ag+ < NH+4 <
K+ < Na+ , explicitly showing the unusual aggregation
kinetics and ion specificity for H+ . The E values in 10
(20) mmol/L H+ , Ag+ , NH+4 , K+ solutions are equal to
0.43RT (0.06RT), 1.32RT (0.25RT), 1.03RT (0.25RT)
and 1.56RT (0.41RT), respectively. The E value in
20 mmol/L Na+ solutions can be regarded as infinite
because the aggregation has not started at all, while at
the same concentration, the aggregation in H+ solutions
can be almost regarded as spontaneous. At any specified
ionic concentration, the E values of K+ and NH+4 and
Ag+ are considerably larger those of H+ . The sequence
of E(K+ ) < E(Na+ ) has been interpreted by polarization effect28 , and the sequences of the other cations
will be elaborated below.
Recently, a significant improvement to the classical
EDL theory has been made in our group43 by considering the steric, polarization and valence effects, which
provides an effective method to estimate the interaction
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Figure 4. The TAA rates ṽT (f0 ) for the aggregation of montmorillonite par+
ticles (ρ ≈ 0.06 g/L) in (a) H+ , (b) NH+
4 , and (c) Ag solutions as a function of
ionic concentration f0 as well as (d) The activation energies E(f0 ) vs. ionic
concentration f0 for the aggregation of montmorillonite particles (ρ ≈ 0.06
+
+
g/L) in H+ , NH+
4 , Ag , and K solutions.

energy (w) between colloidal particles and adsorbed
ions,
w = w c + ws + wp
= ZF ϕr + pκ(ϕr − ϕ1/κ )


pκ ϕr
pκ ϕ1/κ
ϕr
+
−
ZF ϕ0
=
ϕ0 ZF ϕ0 ZF ϕ0


ϕr
pκ ϕr
+
≈
ZF ϕ0
ϕ0 ZF ϕ0
= i ZF ϕ0

resulting from the surface charges of montmorillonite
particles, and polarization effects increase as Li+ <
Na+ < K+ < Rb+ < Cs+ .44 According to Eq. 9, larger
polarization effect enhances the interaction energy. It
has been stated before that activation energy is also
closely associated with polarization effect.28 In the case
of alkali cations (Li+ ∼ Cs+ ), stronger polarization
effect (p) leads to larger interaction energy (w), and this

(9)

where wc , ws and wp represent the interaction energies
of the classic theory, steric hindrance and polarization
effect, respectively. Z is the ion valence, F is the Faraday constant, p is the dipole moment of the cation, and
ϕ0 is the surface potential, while ϕr and ϕ1/κ are respectively the potentials with distances of r (radius of the
cation) from the charged surface and at 1/κ (the upper
limit of EDL). Note that ϕ1/κ approaches the null point
because of situating at the ending of the EDL; that is,
ϕ1/κ ≈ 0.
Alkali cations in the EDL are significantly polarized by the strong electric fields (108 ∼ 109 V/m)

Scheme 1. Correlation between the interaction energies
(w) resulted from polarization or steric effect and the activation energies (E) for the aggregation of colloidal particles
in ionic solutions.
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facilitates the aggregation of colloidal particles corresponding to smaller activation energy (E) (scheme 1).
Owing to the apparently softer electronic configuration,
Ag+ rather than K+ will be much more polarized by the
external electric fields. The trend of activation energies
for these two cations (Ag+ < K+ ) can be interpreted by
interaction energies (w), in a similar way as that for the
various alkali cations (scheme 1). It is thus assumed that
larger interaction energy (w) corresponds to smaller
activation energy (E). The definite role of interaction
energies has been discussed by before that the adsorption and enrichment of counterions at montmorillonite
surfaces facilitate the coagulation processes.45
The relationship between interaction energy (w) and
activation energy (E) is further reinforced by two
cation Hofmeister series: (1) H+ vs. K+ , (2) H+ vs.
NH+4 , see scheme 1. The steric effect indicates that the
interaction energy (w) of H+ with montmorillonite particles is by far larger than those of the other cations,
and this can finely interpret the three cation Hofmeister series characterized by activation energies (E)
and the unusual ion specificity for H+ . Meanwhile,
it is substantiated that larger interaction energy (w)
will result in smaller activation energy (E), and the
experimentally observed specific ion effects can thus be
interpreted by interaction energies (w).
As compared to other cations, the ionic radius of H+
can be almost neglected (0.98 vs. 0.00008 Å for Na+
and H+ , respectively). On basis of the ion exchange
experimental data available to us, the interaction energy
expressions for H+ and Na+ adsorption on the montmorillite surfaces can be written as,43
wH = −F ϕ(x)

(10)

wNa = −0.19F ϕ(x)

(11)

According to Eqs. (10) and (11), the interaction energy
ratio of H+ vs. Na+ (wH /wNa ) is calculated to be 5.26.
Note that different from the exact interaction energies, the ratios are not so dependent on montmorillite
properties. As aforementioned, the activation energies
(E) represent functions of ionic concentrations, and
the ratios of EK vs. EH change within 3.46 ∼ 4.14
for 9.0 ∼ 15.0 mmol/L, with the average value of 3.80.
K+ should have a larger interaction energy than Na+
(wK < wNa ) and this resembles to the scenario of Ca2+
vs. Mg2+ .43 Thus, the theoretical interaction energy and
experimental activation energy ratios can be correlated
with each other in a nearly quantitatively manner. This
corroborates that the unusual aggregation kinetics, particularly strong ion specificity in H+ solutions, should
be caused by steric effect (scheme 1). Meanwhile, further improvement to the EDL theory (Eq. 9) is required

in order to respond properly to the change of ionic
concentrations.
4. Conclusions
The aggregation kinetics of colloids represents one of
the cornerstone issues in current studies, where specific ion effects can play a decisive role. In this work,
the dynamic light scattering technique has been used
to in situ monitor the aggregation processes of montmorillonite particles in different ionic solutions (HNO3 ,
NaNO3 , KNO3 , AgNO3 and NH4 NO3 ), and the main
conclusions are summarized below.
The hydrodynamic diameters, TAA rates and activation energies clearly show that the aggregation kinetics of montmorillonite particles in ionic solutions are
dependent on particle density, and lower particle density results in higher activation energy; nonetheless,
Hofmeister series will not be affected. The critical coagulation concentrations (CCC) are equal to 25.6, 78.9,
139.7, 41.9 and 35.6 mmol/L in H+ , K+ , Na+ , Ag+ and
NH+4 solutions, and the value of H+ is definitely smaller
than those of the other cations. The activation energies
for the aggregation of montmorillonite particles in H+ ,
K+ , Na+ , Ag+ and NH+4 solutions are derived as functions of ionic concentrations, and below CCC increase
as Na+ < K+ < NH+4 < Ag+ < H+ . All these indicate that the aggregation occurs apparently faster in
H+ rather than in other ionic solutions and H+ should
correspond to the unusual ion specificity.
It has been sufficiently testified that the interaction
energies between colloidal particles and adsorbed ions
are finely correlated with the activation energies for colloidal aggregation. For the various alkali cations (Li+ ∼
Cs+ ) and K+ vs. Ag+ , the interaction energies differ
mainly in polarization effect, while for H+ vs. K+ and
H+ vs. NH+4 , the interaction energies differ mainly in
steric effect. All these cation Hofmeister series indicate that larger interaction energies will result in smaller
activation energies, and the experimentally observed
specific ion effects can be interpreted by interaction
energies. An attempt has been made to quantitatively
estimate the ion specificity for H+ by correlating the
interaction energy and activation energy ratios; in addition, it has been substantialized that the unusual ion
specificity of H+ is caused by steric effect.
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